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RANCHERS ARE
AS ADVERTISED

Canada’s largest grain company now owns
the U.S.’s biggest vegetable oil brand » PG 3

McDonald’s chose to put ranchers forward
in its latest movie theatre ads » PG 14
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There’s
method to
Trump’s
madness

MANITOBACOOPERATOR.CA

D I V ER SI TY

The many facets
of regenerative
agriculture

Agricultural economist
says the president’s
seemingly chaotic
trade policy is aimed at
ending constraints
BY ALLAN DAWSON
Co-operator staff

Regenerative agriculture attracts many types of
farmers but they all share one goal: building the soil

D

onald Trump’s trade
policy seems chaotic,
but it’s not, according to
University of Saskatchewan agricultural economist Bill Kerr.
“I think they (U.S. administration) know what they are doing,”
Kerr, who specializes in trade,
told the annual Fields on Wheels
conference in Winnipeg this fall.
By pulling out of trade deals
(Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership), trying to upend
NAFTA (North American Free
Trade Agreement) and undermining the WTO (World Trade
Organization), the president of
the United States wants to end
rules that constrain him from
using tariffs and non-tariff trade
barriers to restrict access to U.S.
markets and maximize his negotiating advantage.
“What rules of trade do is restrain politicians,” Kerr said.
“That’s why we have trade deals.”
Kerr said like most economists
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See TRUMP on page 8 »

Manitoba also has one of the highest-moisture areas
on the Prairies, which in combination with deep black
soils produces the highest yields in Western Canada.
That makes Manitoba farmers the highest users of
production inputs on the Prairies. The abundant

moisture also makes for high forage yields, and almost
half of Manitoba farmers raise cattle either on their own
or as part of a mixed farm operation. Manitoba is also
Canada’s largest hog-producing province.

The Co-operator
The Co-operator’s roots go back to 1925, when it
was set up by one of the provincial co-operative
grain elevator companies. But in the 1940s the paper
switched to its current weekly tabloid format, and
evolved into a paper that was all about farming rather
than co-operatives. But the name stuck, and ever
since, the Co-operator has been a weekly arrival in the
mailbox of most farm homes in the province, bringing
a mixture of domestic and international news about
production, marketing and policy, and how they relate
to farmers and their communities.
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LIVESTOCK
H USB A N DRY — T H E S C I E NC E , SK I L L OR A R T OF FA R M I NG

Adding spring into the
extended grazing equation

Some cattle
producers say
they’ve been
getting good results
extending their
grazing season at
the other end
PHOTO: TREASUREPHOTO/ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES

BY ALEXIS STOCKFORD
Co-operator staff

E

xtended grazing has
become shorthand for
keeping cattle out longer
than the neighbours — but
should producers be looking to
push the envelope at the other
end of the season too?
Some of the province’s most
ardent champions of the practices say it might be easiest to
grow the grazing season into the
spring.

■■ WHY IT MATTERS
“Extended grazing” is usually
translated into pushing the grazing
season longer in the fall, but some
of Manitoba’s grazing management
champions say carefully managed
spring grazing can be a winner too.

Brian Harper says that’s exactly
what he’s been doing. His family’s Circle H Farms earned this
year’s national TESA award for
environmental stewardship
from the Canadian Cattlemen’s
Association. During the summer
they wholeheartedly embrace
high stock density grazing. The
cattle move into an area and
graze intensely for a short period,
before being moved on, while the

Is extended grazing
worth it?
BY ALEXIS STOCKFORD
Co-operator staff

According to Greg Fedak, farm management specialist
with Manitoba Agriculture, the answer is yes.
Manitoba’s 2019 beef cow-calf cost-of-production
figures say farmers will spend 36 per cent of their

Ryan Boyd passes on his experience
with extended grazing during a recent
producer’s panel and workshop at the
Manitoba Beef and Forage Initiatives
north of Brandon.

Matt Van Steelandt passes on his
experience with extended grazing
during a recent producer’s panel and
workshop at the Manitoba Beef and
Forage Initiatives north of Brandon.
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allows Harper to beat his neighbours to the pasture when snow
starts to melt.
Harper’s cattle were in the
field as of April 18 this year, while
many of Manitoba’s beef farmers
struggled to get their herds out of
the yard throughout May. A dry
winter and cold spate made for
slow pastures this spring, leaving
Manitoba’s cattle industry searching for extra feed.
Farmers who put out cattle too
early this year risked stressing
their pasture and losing capacity
later in the year, provincial extension staff warned at the time. Staff
like Pam Iwanchysko, a provincial livestock specialist based in
Dauphin, noted that some cattle
were being turned out on pasture

costs (the largest proportion of cost registered) on
feed, counting 195 days of winter feeding and 35
days of extended grazing.
Producers who push that extended grazing
window might see that cost drop. According to the
same cost-of-production report, the province is forecasting a $2.14 winter feeding cost per head per day,
compared to 83 cents a day of extended grazing.
All extended grazing practices fell well below
that $2.14-per-day cost, he said at an extended
grazing workshop north of Brandon in early
December.

that had not greened enough to
sustain them.
Harper, however, says he has
noticed no such thing, despite
his own early turnout.
His planned grazing system
may help combat that risk, he
added. Under his system, a
harshly grazed parcel of land
is then left alone for months to
recover, and the same parcel of
land is unlikely to see the same
stress the following year. Harper
is also a believer in disruption,
constantly changing up variables like stocking rate, grazing
intensity in each paddock and
time of year when that paddock
is grazed to avoid cumulating
stress on a certain piece of land.
His mix of grazing strategies

The reality may be yet more stark this year,
Fedak said, given the province’s feed challenges.
Figures based on seven-cents-a-pound hay, show a
$2.90-per-head-per-day cost for 195 winter feeding
days, compared to 84 cents a day in 35 extended
grazing days and 96 cents a day for 135 days regular grazing.
For Ryan Boyd, a mixed farmer near Forrest, the
argument certainly holds merit. Boyd turns to a
long list of grazing strategies every year in an effort
to keep cattle in the field, including corn grazing.
He likes its easy energy and attractive cost-profit

also feeds into his ability to
extend in the spring, he contends. Studies on his land have
shown a jump in organic matter, Solvita test results for organic
matter had jumped from “low”
to “high” within three years
on one piece of land under
study, and the same parcel saw
increased nitrogen and phosphorus mineralization. In turn,
he says, his grazing practices
and increased soil health have
led to warmer soils in the spring,
jump-starting growth.
Matt Van Steelandt of Triple V
Ranch near Melita takes a similar stance on spring grazing.
Extended grazing into the spring
may be one of the easiest forms
of extended grazing, he argued,
as well as being critical to allowing his herd to calve on grass.
“Where can we set acres aside
to push biomass into the off season?” was the question he posed.
Like Harper, Van Steedandt
turns to stockpiled forage,
although he notes that months
of winter can deteriorate feed,
and that high-quality forage
makes it easier to assure quality
come spring.
“The best thing we need to do
is plan,” he said.
astockford@farmmedia.com

ratio, offset by the risk of an unbalanced ration if
cattle gorge themselves on cobs. It also requires
more careful management with supplemental feed
higher in protein.
Bale grazing, swath grazing and stockpiled forage have provided less management-intensive
options, while Boyd also experiments with crop
residue and cover crop grazing.
The extended grazing is a “no-brainer” if hay
stays below five cents a pound, Boyd said.
astockford@farmmedia.com
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CROPS
H USB A N DRY — T H E S C I E NC E , SK I L L OR A R T OF FA R M I NG

Adopt, adapt, improve
Your management strategy will likely only last until your first brush with Mother Nature

Planning ahead will help your farm, but part of that planning should be for the unknown and unexpected.

BY ANGELA LOVELL
Co-operator contributor

F

Whether it’s the types of farms or farmers, their mix
of crops and livestock, their farm organizations or
their government programs, every province is a little
different. To reach Manitoba farmers, the best choice
remains the one that it’s been for decades —
the Manitoba Co-operator.

pasture then gets a long rest to
recover.
But alongside these practices,
which have been tipped for
increasing organic matter, biodiversity and forage performance,
they’ve also worked to stretch the
season out as long as possible.
Not only are their animals out
long after the traditional grazing
period, they also go out earlier.
“We’re always looking from
the back end, but there’s nothing
wrong with extending it from the
front end as well,” he told attendees during a recent extended
grazing workshop at Manitoba
Beef and Forage Initiatives north
of Brandon.
His herd is bale grazed during
the winter, something he says has
never been a problem despite
common concerns that snow
might get too deep for cattle to
access and manoeuvre around
the field. In fact, he argued, drifts
have come more than halfway up
the bale in the past before he has
been forced to cut a trail to and
around the bale. Conversely, he
says those years might have provided some of his better results,
as cattle were less prone to travel
and spread out the bale.
It is partly those grazing systems, along with stockpiled forage through the spring, which

arming is all about adapting
the plan of attack in the face
of ever-changing conditions.
The right mix of equipment
and new fertilizer technologies
can help when it comes to making these on-the-fly adjustments,
a c c o rd i n g t o t w o Ma n i t o b a
agronomists.
Brunel Sabourin, owner of
Antara Agronomy Services and
Taralea Simpson, of Shur-Gro
Farm Services, explained how they
are helping producers build resilience into their farm planning.
They spoke during a panel discussion at the Manitoba Agronomist
Conference in Winnipeg earlier
this winter.

Fertility choices
New fertilizer technologies are one
of the biggest and most important
building blocks in any farm resiliency strategy.
High-clearance sprayers have
provided many producers more
options about what product they
want to use, including enhanced
efficiency fertilizers.

There are risks with top dressing
later in the season because if it rains
too much, and producers can’t get
on the field, they can shortchange
the crop in terms of fertilizer, or if it’s
too dry, the fertilizer gets stranded
on the surface. “That’s where maybe
enhanced efficiency fertilizers are
another risk management tool to get
us through that early rainy season in
May or June,” said Sabourin.
■■ WHY IT MATTERS
Being able to adapt your farm
operations more quickly to changing
conditions will give you better results
season after season.

A lot of Simpson’s customers
broadcast fertilizer.
“We have a lot of dry beans that
go on with Edge and potatoes with
a lot of urea put on in the spring,”
she said. Last year it was so dry producers didn’t want to broadcast
and work the ground, so some tried
SUPERU (a granular, urea-based N
fertilizer with urease and a nitrification inhibitor to help prevent N
losses due to denitrification, leaching
or volatilization). Other applied some
liquid N later in the season.
“These are more of a short-term
solution, but once producers have
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the equipment (to apply these products), they’re available in the future,
but they’re not planning for those
things and having all of those types
of equipment available at one time;
it happens over time as they need it,”
she said.

Moisture challenges
Sabourin’s clients are located in the
Red River Valley and are most typically dealing with excess moisture in
their heavy clay soils.
“In terms of building resiliency,
a lot of our producers are overequipped for the size of their farms
because we’ve got such a short window where we can either put the
crop in or take the crop off,” said
Sabourin.
“As they’re replacing their drills,
they’re buying new ones, but they’re
not getting rid of their old ones. They
are going to planters because they
have shifted into soybeans and corn.
This gives them options so they can
put the crop in fast.”
A lot of producers are also buying
grain dryers and more bin capacity
so they get their crops off, he added.
Simpson, who works in the
Portage la Prairie area, has seen a lot
of changes over the past 25 years,
and says excess moisture has been

a more consistent theme than dry
conditions, although she has started
to see a bit of a drying trend over the
last couple of seasons.
“We are building relationships
with growers to talk through different situations and about how they’re
doing things, how we can do things
differently, and how we can be there
to help them when things change
quickly,” she said.
“Some of that comes from advising
them on what equipment to have on
hand. Some of it comes from us having that equipment available to help
them in those situations where they
need it. It used to be a large potato
area, and I think resiliency comes
from having the tile drainage, irrigation, and all those things that can
help in weather-related situations.”

Choosing equipment
As equipment emerges as a big
part of the solution to the resiliency
challenge, it may pay to ask more
questions.
Simpson wishes more producers
would come to their agronomist for
advice before they buy.
“With seeding equipment, producers want the option to put ferSee MANAGEMENT on page 18 »
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In Manitoba, we’re proud to be known as part of the
Canadian West, but geographically, we’re not. We’re
really at the centre — Canada’s midpoint is on the
Trans-Canada Highway just east of Winnipeg. That
makes agriculture in Manitoba a mixture of both east
and west. Like their colleagues farther west, Manitoba
farmers grow high-quality spring wheat and canola as
well as other cereals. But despite its reputation for cold
winters, Manitoba has the longest and warmest growing
season on the Prairies. As a result, soybeans are now
the number three crop in the province. Corn has long
been a part of crop rotations in the southern part of
the province, and Manitoba is the home of some of
the breeding programs to launch corn farther west into
Saskatchewan and Alberta. It’s also Canada’s largest
producer of sunflowers and second-largest producer
of edible beans.
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HIT ’EM WITH YOUR BEST SHOOT.

WE’RE AT THE CENTRE OF THINGS

SEE ALEXIS STOCKFORD’S STORY » PAGE 6

A NEW ERA: CONSERVATION DISTRICTS BECOME WATERSHED DISTRICTS » PAGE 9

GORD GILMOUR Editor

ALLAN DAWSON Senior Reporter

ALEXIS STOCKFORD Reporter

Gord Gilmour grew up on a grain farm
in northeastern Saskatchewan that
his brother still operates and Gord still
occasionally works on during the busiest
seasons.
He’s been reporting on agriculture for
more than 20 years, including former
stints with the Manitoba Co-operator and
most recently with Country Guide, where
he was recognized with several awards
for his in-depth features on agronomic
and policy issues.
Gord has also held positions with
industry organizations and the Manitoba
government.

Allan Dawson has been reporting on
agriculture for 35 years — most with the
Manitoba Co-operator, which he joined
in 1983. A veteran reporter, Dawson has
a deep knowledge of Western Canada’s
grain industry. Dawson also reports on a
wide range of agronomic topics. His work
has been recognized with journalism
awards from the North American
Agricultural Journalists and Canadian
Farm Writers’ Federation.
Dawson was raised in Altamont, Manitoba,
where his family ran a mixed grain and
beef farm and general store. He and his
wife Joyce live near Miami, not far from
the family farm where Dawson continues
to raise a few beef cows during
the summer.

Alexis Stockford is the newest addition to
the Manitoba Co-operator staff, joining us
last year.
She covers a wide range of agriculture
topics from her home base in Brandon.
Alexis originally hails from the Altamont area,
where she grew up on a mixed farm. She’s
already become a valuable member of the
team, bringing enthusiasm, energy and
a keen desire to understand the industry
and provide it the coverage it deserves.
A graduate of the journalism program at
Thomson Rivers University in Kamloops,
B.C., she won that institution’s medal for
excellence in journalism.
Prior to joining the Manitoba Co-operator
Stockford was a staff reporter with the
Morden Times. In her spare time Stockford
is an avid alpine skier, having competed in
the 2007 Canada Winter Games, among
other competitions. Today she continues to
ski, as well as coaching junior alpine racers.
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READERSHIP
Readership demographics:

98 96 91
%

Find the content very/
somewhat useful

88

%

Pick up useful ideas
from articles

72

%

Read most or all of the
past four issues

%

Find the paper relevant,
credible and up to date

}

51%
33%
28%

%

Think the journalists are
extremely qualified

Go online to learn more
Make a purchase decsion
Make changes to their operation

54 62
%

Pass their copy on to 1 or
more people

Stats: September 2017 Prepared by Bramm Research Inc.

%

Read all or most of an
average issue

25%

FEMALE

75%
MALE
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Here’s what our readers say:

CONTENT CALENDAR / DEADLINES
Manitoba Co-operator is published weekly on Thursdays.
Deadline for space and material is Thursday noon central time one week prior to issue date.

EARLY DEADLINES

ISSUE DATE

DEADLINE

FEATURES / SUPPLEMENTS

2020 January
February
April
August
October
2021 January

January 2
February 20
April 16
August 6
October 15
January 7

December 18
February 12
April 8
July 29
October 7
December 23

2020

ISSUE DATE

DEADLINE

Seed Manitoba
Ag Days Special
Yield Manitoba
Potatoes Feature
Ag in Motion
Big Iron Feature
Seed Manitoba

November 28
January 7
February 13
April 23
July 16
August 27
November 26

October 11
December 23
January 10
April 16
July 9
August 20
October 9
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No issue published the week between Christmas and New Year’s.

ADVERTISING
OPTIONS

Rates effective as of March 1, 2019

A D S IZE

DIM E NS IO NS

B&W RATE

B&1 RATE

FULL
COLOUR

Double Page Spread

21.6 x 15.5" / 10 col. x 217 agate lines

7,595.00

8,315.00

9,595.00

Full Page

10.25 x 15.5" / 5 col. x 217 agate lines

3,797.50

4,157.50

4,797.50

2/3 Page

10.25 x 10.28" / 5 col. x 144 agate lines

2,520.00

2,880.00

3,520.00

Junior Page Spread

17.4 x 10" / 8 col. x 140 agate lines

3,920.00

4,640.00

5,920.00

Junior Page

8.125 x 10" / 4 col. x 140 agate lines

1,960.00

2,320.00

2,960.00

1/2 Double Page Spread

21.6 x 7.75" / 10 col. x 108 agate lines

3,780.00

4,500.00

5,780.00

1/2 Page

10.25 x 7.75" / 5 col. x 108 agate lines

1,890.00

2,250.00

2,890.00

1/3 Page

6 x 8.57" / 3 col. x 120 agate lines
10.25 x 5.14" / 5 col. x 72 agate lines

1,260.00

1,620.00

2,260.00

1/4 Page

6 x 6.625" / 3 col. x 93 agate lines

976.50

1,336.50

1,976.50

1/8 Page

4 x 5" / 2 col. x 70 agate lines

490.00

850.00

1,490.00

Earlug

3.083 x 1.833"

1,976.50

Front Banner

10.25 x 3" / 5 col. x 42 agate lines

2,960.00

$3.50 per agate line Black & 1 Colour $360 Black & 3 Colour $1,000

SPECIAL POSITIONS

Guaranteed and preferred positions when available and
requested, add 25% exclusive of colour and mechanical
charges. Not held from year to year without specific written
booking insertions from advertisers.

SUPPLIED INSERTS / POST-IT NOTES

Rate, issue availability, production requirements, closing
dates, and other detailed information available on request.
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AD RATES

FILE SPECIFICATIONS

AD SIZE

ELECTRONIC MATERIAL
Electronic files (including inserts) must
arrive in press-ready (high res X1A file)
Acrobat PDF format (8.0 compatible).
When saving a file in PDF format ensure
all fonts are embeded and limit photo
resolution to 170 dpi. Colour ads must be
CMYK, RGB images are not acceptable.
Files must be sent electronically by e-mail
to ads@fbcpublishing.com OR uploaded
by ftp to vip.fbcpublishing.com

DIMENSIONS

Double Page Spread

21.6 x 15.5" / 10 col. x 217 agate lines

Full Page

10.25 x15.5" / 5 col. x 217 agate lines

2/3 Page

10.25 x 10.28" / 5 col. x 144 agate lines

Junior Page Spread

17.4 x 10" / 8 col. x 140 agate lines

Junior Page

8.125 x 10" / 4 col. x 140 agate lines

1/2 Double Page Spread

21.6 x 7.75" / 10 col. x 108 agate lines

1/2 Page

10.25 x 7.75" / 5 col. x 108 agate lines

1/3 Page

6 x 8.57" / 3 col. x 120 agate lines
10.25 x 5.14" / 5 col. x 72 agate lines

1/4 Page

6 x 6.625" / 3 col. x 93 agate lines

1/8 Page

4 x 5" / 2 col. x 70 agate lines

Earlug

3.083” x 1.833"

Front Banner

8.16” x 4" / 4 col. x 56 agate lines

PLEASE NOTE We DO NOT ACCEPT ads
in Microsoft Word, Publisher or InDesign
format. All files will be reviewed to ensure
they meet Glacier FarmMedia pre-press
standards. Clients will be contacted
regarding any modifications required.
Publisher will not be held responsible for
any errors made when original deadlines
are missed.

Gutter width
Page depth
No. of columns
Halftone line screen
Dot gain
Printing
Bleeds

INK DENSITY Adjust ink limit in photos
and rich blacks so that total coverage
does not exceed 240%.
FINE LINE WORK AND LETTERING
Fine serifs, small lettering, and thin line
work should be restricted to one colour
and preferably not smaller than 7 point.
The use of small lettering (under 7
points) and fine serifs should be avoided.
Publisher can not accept responsibility for
reproduction and/or legibility of any type
under 7 point.

CONTACT INFO

PUBLICATION SPECS
Column width

COLOUR GUIDANCE An accurate
colour proof must accompany all
advertising materials. In the absence of
a colour proof, publisher will not be held
responsible for unsatisfactory colour
reproduction.

1.9"
.995"
217 agate lines
5
85
30%
Heat-set web offset
Not available

SUBMITTING AD MATERIALS

ADVERTISING CONTACT

AD SERVICES CO-ORDINATOR
Manitoba Co-operator
1666 Dublin Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R3H 0H1

Jack Meli

Phone: 204 944 5758
Fax: 204 944 5562
Email: ads@fbcpublishing.com
FTP: vip.fbcpublishing.com

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Phone: 647 823 2300
jack.meli@fbcpublishing.com
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AD SIZES

TERMS & CONDITIONS
New Accounts
Transient and new accounts, cash with order. Credit applications are required on
all new accounts that have not authorized credit card payments.

Cancellations
No cancellations accepted after closing date. Cancellation of advertisements that
have been set will be subject to production charge.

Terms
Accounts payable in Canadian funds. Net 30 days. Publisher reserves the
right to charge 1.5% interest per month (18% per year) on overdue accounts.

Liability
Advertiser and advertising agency assume liability for content (including text,
representations, and illustrations in advertisements printed) and also assume
responsibility for any claims arising therefrom made against the publisher.

Commission
15% will be paid to recognized agencies on the gross charges for space, colour,
and position, when ad copy is forwarded via FTP or e-mail.
Advertising Content
All copy subject to the approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to reject,
discontinue, or omit any advertisement or cancel any advertising contract without
penalty to either party.
Publisher reserves the right to place the word “Advertisement” centered in 8pt
Helvetica over any paid announcement.
Dollar Volume Discount
Glacier FarmMedia offers the following dollar volume discounts. These apply to
gross advertising dollars spent within a 12-month period in any Glacier FarmMedia
print publication with the exception of the Western Producer, Seed Manitoba,
Yield Manitoba, Yield Alberta, Prairie Ag Catalogue, Ag in Motion Show Guides,
Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show Show Guide, AgDealer and Agricole Idéal.
Gross Dollars Spent
20,001 - 50,000
50,001 - 150,000
150,001 - 250,000
250,001 - 300,000
300,001 - 400,000
400,001 +

Discount
2%
3.5%
5%
7.5%
9%
10.5%

Colour Reproduction
Publisher will not be responsible for unsatisfactory reproduction of colour
advertisements unless accurate colour proofs are supplied.
Make-good insertion will not be granted on minor errors which do not affect the
value of the whole advertisement. Publisher’s liability will not exceed the cost
of the area of the space occupied by the error, whether the error is due to the
negligence of its servants or otherwise. There shall be no liability for non-insertion
beyond the amount paid for such advertisement. No allowance for errors in key
numbers.
Exclusivity
We do not offer exclusivity for front page banners, ear lugs, banner wraps, outside
back pages, inserts, etc.
Special Services
When publisher must provide artwork, advertiser will be billed at cost. Publisher
reserves the right to charge for changes required to customer supplied material.
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AD SERVICES CO-ORDINATOR
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1666 Dublin Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R3H 0H1

Jack Meli
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Email: ads@fbcpublishing.com
FTP: vip.fbcpublishing.com

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Phone: 647 823 2300
jack.meli@fbcpublishing.com
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Contracts & Schedules
Contracts are based on volume committed in advance for a 12-month period.
Advertising not scheduled and contracted for will be immediately subject to any
rate change. Contracted advertising will be rate protected for 3 months.
The publisher is not bound by any conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on
contracts or copy instructions when such conflict with the provisions of this
rate card.
Contracts for advertising at other than published rates will not be accepted.
The publisher reserves the right to hold any advertiser and its advertising
agency jointly and severally liable for such monies as are due and payable
to the publisher.

